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What do you think about ? …
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�Marketing?

“The interface between the organisation (company, 
group of people...)  and people’s needs”

�Its role is ?
“to understand and fulfil the needs to create value

�Marketing?

“The interface between the organisation (company, 
group of people...)  and people’s needs”

�Its role is ?
“to understand and fulfil the needs to create value

MarketingMarketing way of communicate
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Marketing and non retail organisationsMarketing and non retail organisations

Social MarketingSocial Marketing : based on the satisfaction of the needs : based on the satisfaction of the needs 
and the desires in a way that keeps or improves the welfare and the desires in a way that keeps or improves the welfare 
of people and communityof people and community

��Is  of long term welfare (of society, of consumers) Is  of long term welfare (of society, of consumers) 
��Does not endanger the consumerDoes not endanger the consumer
��Respects the customerRespects the customer
��The value generated is not financialThe value generated is not financial

��WhyWhy marketing ? marketing ? 
«« becausebecause to to bebe unefficientunefficient i uni un--ethicalethical, , becausebecause to to makemake behavioralsbehaviorals
change change youyou have to have to bebe nearnear the the peoplepeople’’ss needsneeds »»

Non retail marketing Non retail marketing –– societal marketingsocietal marketing
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�Marketing : 3 basis 
I . Segmentation

II Targeting

III position yourself

��Marketing : 3 basis Marketing : 3 basis 
I . Segmentation

II Targeting

III position yourself

- Action/Communication

UnderstandingUnderstanding’’
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� Target and segmentation: warfare terminology?

�Too expensive to have a custom made solution for each 
individual (ideal marketing strategy) and not efficient 
enough to have a single offer for all (it is often the case 
in non retail communication).

�Identification of subgroups for which you can potentially 
act (segment) then choose prime subgroups (targets)

�In terms of age, gender,attitudes and behaviour (expected 
and present)

�� Target and segmentation: warfare terminology?Target and segmentation: warfare terminology?

��Too expensive to have a custom made solution for each Too expensive to have a custom made solution for each 
individual (ideal marketing strategy) and not efficient individual (ideal marketing strategy) and not efficient 
enough to have a single offer for all (it is often the case enough to have a single offer for all (it is often the case 
in non retail communication).in non retail communication).

��Identification of subgroups for which you can potentially Identification of subgroups for which you can potentially 
act (segment) then choose prime subgroups (targets)act (segment) then choose prime subgroups (targets)

��In terms of age, gender,In terms of age, gender,attitudes and behaviour (expected attitudes and behaviour (expected 
and present)and present)

Understanding segmentation and Understanding segmentation and 
targetingtargeting
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“but my mission is for the general interest and my target group 
is everybody!”

�Better be efficient on a small group than inefficient for 
everybody

�Better multiply the targets, and therefore the messages and 
the actions to be reach everybody appropriately

�Helps avoiding the negative reaction (opposition) to my 
message

““ but my mission is for the general interest and my target group but my mission is for the general interest and my target group 
is everybody!is everybody!””

��Better be efficient on a small group than inefficient for Better be efficient on a small group than inefficient for 
everybodyeverybody

��Better multiply the targets, and therefore the messages and Better multiply the targets, and therefore the messages and 
the actions to be reach everybody appropriatelythe actions to be reach everybody appropriately

��Helps avoiding the negative reaction (opposition) to my Helps avoiding the negative reaction (opposition) to my 
messagemessage

Segmentation
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� Choose between several segments

According to :
• My mission
• My means and constraints

- Resources (pers., €uros,…) 
- My abilities

• The receptivity of my target to my action
• …

!!!Avoid the scattering of unrelated and incoherent  
small actions!!!

� Choose between several segments

According to :
• My mission
• My means and constraints

- Resources (pers., €uros,…) 
- My abilities

• The receptivity of my target to my action
• …

!!!Avoid the scattering of unrelated and incoherent  
small actions!!!

How to Target ?
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Differentiated targeting

Groupe Accor
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� Define a strategy and a position coherent with the 
characteristics of the target

“Positioning myself is to convey the message and 
the picture I want to be associated to my action”

• Positioning for the organisation (general positioning)
• Positioning for each target

“What I want to say, why, to whom, how and with wha t 
advantage ”

� Define a strategy and a position coherent with the 
characteristics of the target

“Positioning myself is to convey the message and 
the picture I want to be associated to my action”

• Positioning for the organisation (general positioning)
• Positioning for each target

“What I want to say, why, to whom, how and with wha t 
advantage ”

Position yourself
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The strength of self positioning:

1961 Pampers is launched on the testing market of 
Peoria (Illinois) by Procter & Gamble

Bottom line of the message: “easier and quicker for 
mothers”

Results???

The strength of self positioning:

1961 Pampers is launched on the testing market of 
Peoria (Illinois) by Procter & Gamble

Bottom line of the message: “easier and quicker for 
mothers”

Results???

Position yourself’

�New position: “Baby comfort »
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The positioning should be

• Positive (half filled bottle)

• No need to raise morality standards – no wagging finger needed

• Unique and different
• Form (graphics, tone...) is as important as content 

Position yourself’’

Don
Don’’ t c

rit
icize

 !
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rit

icize
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I WHAT? Positioning (tone, message content)
�What I want to say and how I want to say it

II To whom ? My target(s) defined by my strategy

III Aims?
1. Cognitive (Learn) – the features of my proposition,fame
2. Affective (Feel) – to be preferred, to create positive links
3. Behaviour (Do)- Make people Do  

RESPECT THE HIERARCHY ESPECIALLY AS THE 
DESIRED BEHAVIOUR IS IMPLICATIVE

I WHAT? Positioning (tone, message content)
�What I want to say and how I want to say it

II To whom ? My target(s) defined by my strategy

III Aims?
1. Cognitive (Learn) – the features of my proposition,fame
2. Affective (Feel) – to be preferred, to create positive links
3. Behaviour (Do)- Make people Do  

RESPECT THE HIERARCHY ESPECIALLY AS THE 
DESIRED BEHAVIOUR IS IMPLICATIVE

AdAd

Five step communication plan

Learn

Feel

Do
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The Make-people- FEEL & DO  part is important to 
trigger a change in behaviour*

�Create knowledge (cognitive component) and feelings (affective 
component) is not enough if the desired behaviour is implicative
(costly in time, money and energy- and shake the habits)

�Most of the time communication from States or municipalities are
focus on knowledge (learn) … with morality and low on affects…
can’t create attitudes and behavioural change

The Make-people- FEEL & DO  part is important to 
trigger a change in behaviour*

�Create knowledge (cognitive component) and feelings (affective 
component) is not enough if the desired behaviour is implicative
(costly in time, money and energy- and shake the habits)

�Most of the time communication from States or municipalities are
focus on knowledge (learn) … with morality and low on affects…
can’t create attitudes and behavioural change

Five step communication plan
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IV How (Medium)?

Events, Mass media (Radio, TV, Movie, poster, press), 
internet, sponsoring, non paid media , visits, fairs, PR, ...

�The medium should be coherent (and complementary) according 
to:

•The target
•The aim (cognitive, affective, behavioural...)
•The positioning and the mission

�Actions should be Interactive, internet chains (allows to collect 
more information to target better in the future)
� non paid media is a priority (low budget)

IV How (Medium)?

Events, Mass media (Radio, TV, Movie, poster, press), 
internet, sponsoring, non paid media , visits, fairs, PR, ...

�The medium should be coherent (and complementary) according 
to:

•The target
•The aim (cognitive, affective, behavioural...)
•The positioning and the mission

�Actions should be Interactive, internet chains (allows to collect 
more information to target better in the future)
� non paid media is a priority (low budget)

Five step communication plan
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V Measuring the effect

�Cannot be dispensed with
�To be carried out before the start of the ‘action’

�Tools and criteria depends on the objects (&aims)

-Cognitive: what is understood and remembered from the message and 
its argument

-Affective: feeling of empathy and of preference towards the message, the 
sender of the message, and the target action

-Behavioural: what changes in the behaviour or in the intentional 
behaviour of the person

V Measuring the effect

�Cannot be dispensed with
�To be carried out before the start of the ‘action’

�Tools and criteria depends on the objects (&aims)

-Cognitive: what is understood and remembered from the message and 
its argument

-Affective: feeling of empathy and of preference towards the message, the 
sender of the message, and the target action

-Behavioural: what changes in the behaviour or in the intentional 
behaviour of the person

Five step strategy ( action plan)’’’
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�Resistance to traditional adverts is increasing (about 
1200 ads/a day,15.000 stimuli a day)

� Resistance especially among people < 30 y.o.
For young people peers are the most credible source of 

information (blogs, web 2.O, youtube, dailymotion, contest...)

�That is why ‘major advertisers’ are decreasing their investments in 
mass media
New channels :

Non paid media
Advertising in films (product placement)
Street marketing
Buzz marketing
Viral marketing

�Resistance to traditional adverts is increasing (about 
1200 ads/a day,15.000 stimuli a day)

� Resistance especially among people < 30 y.o.
For young people peers are the most credible source of 

information (blogs, web 2.O, youtube, dailymotion, contest...)

�That is why ‘major advertisers’ are decreasing their investments in 
mass media
New channels :

Non paid media
Advertising in films (product placement)
Street marketing
Buzz marketing
Viral marketing

Some advice
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WWF partnering with LE
SOIR (500 000)
Ecological footprint, EE
Feature on the first page + 
Explanation and calculation 
P. 2&3
Also featured on the online 
newspaper (Le Soir en 
ligne)

WWF partnering with LE
SOIR (500 000)
Ecological footprint, EE
Feature on the first page + 
Explanation and calculation 
P. 2&3
Also featured on the online 
newspaper (Le Soir en 
ligne)

Exemple
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• E.G. 3rd  preoccupation for belgian (after un-employment
and security)

• Your topic is a social megatrends
• Brands are on the spot!

People are more and more aware of 
environnemental challenges

186g 

CO 2//k
m!186g 

186g 

COCO 2/2//k
m!

/km!

104g
104g
104g
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�To be inefficient is unethical especially in non-retail

�Favour a horizontal communication especially for young 
people and avoid moralising tone (no wagging finger)

�The affective component cannot be dispensed with in terms 
of inducing changes – especially if implication is low (�Taking 
care of the form does not mean neglecting the content!)

�After creating the cognitive and affective (feelings) 
components only the “make do” the on the spot presence can 
induce sustainable changes

�To be inefficient is unethical especially in non-retail

�Favour a horizontal communication especially for young 
people and avoid moralising tone (no wagging finger)

�The affective component cannot be dispensed with in terms 
of inducing changes – especially if implication is low (�Taking 
care of the form does not mean neglecting the content!)

�After creating the cognitive and affective (feelings) 
components only the “make do” the on the spot presence can 
induce sustainable changes

Conclusion
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Non retail organisations and associations have a 
sound experience of “on the spot”, of “make-people-
do strategies” you are one league ahead of the 
brands !!!

Non retail organisations and associations have a 
sound experience of “on the spot”, of “make-people-
do strategies” you are one league ahead of the 
brands !!!

arnaud@altermarketing.fr
Mobile +32 (0)4 96 78 15 41

A

The End


